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• Continuous struggle of STEM colleagues: How 
to support and improve teacher development?

•  “the fundamental issue in working with 
teachers is to resonate with their experience so 
that they can imagine [my italics] themselves 
‘doing something’ in their own 
situation”  (Watson and Mason, 2007 p. 208). 

• Imagine in action ==> Role play

Teacher Education



What is role playing?

Role-playing is an unscripted “dramatic technique that 
encourages participants to improvise behaviors that 
illustrate expected actions of persons involved in defined 
situations” (Lowenstein, 2007, p. 173). 

In other words, role-playing is “an ‘as-if’ experiment in 
which the subject is asked to behave as if he [or she] were a 
particular person in a particular situation” 

(Aronson & Carlsmith, 1968, p. 26).



Role-play advantages

• Increased Interest

• Increased Involvement

• Empathy

• Understanding various perspectives

• Deeper engagement with content

• Increased retention



Role-play Disadvantages

• Time and participation logistics

Q:  How to give all students an opportunity to 
participate?

A:  Imagined role-playing OR script writing     



Script/Dialogue writing 

• Socrates

• Galileo

• Imre Lakatos

• Watson and Mason

• ...

• Here we come



Lesson Play

Presenting a lesson in 
a form of a script for 

a conversation 
between a teacher 
and her students



Lesson Plan

• Tradition (play clip)

• Expectations

• From idea to a template

• Content Vs. Process

• “Real teachers do not plan like that”



In a good lesson plan we may find

• Students engage in an activity that is appropriately chosen

• Students use manipulatives or other visual representations

• Objectives are well-clarified

• Clear organization around main concepts or ideas

• Opportunity for students to share their ideas and reflect on the ideas 
of classmates

• Evaluation process is clearly related to the declared objective

• Opportunity for extension

• Clear link to students’ prior knowledge



In a good lesson plan we cannot find

• What students’ difficulties, errors or misconceptions are 
expected 

• How students are guided to overcome those

• What language is used, introduced, corrected and/or 
supported

• How students are supported pedagogically and emotionally

• What specific questions are used to assess, extend or refine 
students’ understanding

• How different forms of reasoning are treated



Lesson Play

Presenting a lesson in 
a form of a script for 

a conversation 
between a teacher 
and her students



Affordances of lesson plays

• (A) for prospective teachers

• (B) for teacher educators

• (C) for researchers



How this started

• Write a play

• Write a play that addresses a problem

• Write a play following a prompt



Length Measurement Prompt
Students in your class were asked to measure the length 
of different objects. 
The teacher collected their responses. 
 
Teacher: Johnny, how long is the stick that you measured? 
Johnny:  It is … seven
Teacher: Seven what?
Johnny:  Seven centimeters
Teacher:  Can you show me how you measured?
(Johnny places the stick next to the ruler as shown below)
 
 
Teacher:    ….. 



#1



#2



#3



Parabola prompt



Prompt development



A toy train has 100 cars. The first car is red, the second is 
blue, the third is yellow, the fourth is red, the fifth is blue and 
sixth is yellow, and so on.   
 What is the colour of the 80th car?  
    
The teacher is moving through the room observing how the 
students are progressing. S/he stops and points at one 
student’s work.
 T:  Why is the 80th car red?
 S:  Because the 4th car is red, and 80 is a multiple of 4.

A toy train  prompt 



A toy train  prompt - alternative focus

A toy train has 100 cars. The first car is red, the second is 
blue, the third is yellow, the fourth is green, the fifth is red 
and sixth is blue, and so on.   
 What is the colour of the 39th car?  
    
The teacher is moving through the room observing how the 
students are progressing. S/he stops and points at one 
student’s work.
 T:  Why is the 39th car yellow?
 S:  Because the 3rd car is yellow, and 39 is a multiple of 3.



Prompt development 
take 2



D1 Teacher:   Why do you say that 462 is divisible by 4?

Student:   Because the sum of the digits is divisible by 4. 

D2    Teacher:   Why do you say that 354 is divisible by 4?

Student:   Because ... 



PN1  Teacher:  Why do you say 143 is prime?

           Student:  Because it is not on our times tables

PN2   Teacher:  Why do you say 143 is prime?

            Student:  Because 2,3,4,5,6,7,8 and 9 don’t go into it. 

PN3     Teacher:  Why do you say 143 is prime?

              Student:  Because …

PN4 Teacher:  Why do you say 37 is prime?

         Student:        Because 2,3,4,5,6,7,8 and 9 don’t go into it. 



Affordances of lesson plays 
for prospective teachers

• IMAGINING teaching

• BUT -- NOT “thinking on your feet”, not real time

• Opportunity to explore erroneous perspective, 
understand its origins, help overcome

• Opportunity to examine personal response

• Opportunity to imagine “real teaching”

• Creating repertoire or responses and general 
strategies to be used in future improvisation



Affordances of lesson plays 
for researchers

• Assumption: Teacher-characters’ ‘moves’ 
reflect personal views of a script writer

• A lens to examine teachers’ conceptions of 
teaching and learning in “semi-action”

• Insight into ‘moves’ that support a 
mathematical discourse

• The role of imaginary interactions in 
developing alternate moves



Teacher:   Why do you say that 462 is divisible by 4?

 Student:   Because the sum of the digits is divisible by 4. 



Forget - hard- review

        

        

        

        
        

        



Text

On “last two numbers” 364 - ?



Divisibility tricks



Affordances of lesson plays 
for teacher educators

• Assumption: Teacher-characters’ ‘moves’ reflect 
personal views of a script writer

• “Beyond lesson planning”

• Opportunity to highlight  appropriate pedagogical 
responses

• Opportunity to direct further attention to learners

• Opportunity to shift prospective teachers’ thinking 
about preparation for instruction

• Opportunity to enhance and inform personal design 
of “methods” 



Affordances of lesson plays 
for researchers

• Assumption: Teacher-characters’ ‘moves’ 
reflect personal views of a script writer

• A lens to examine teachers’ conceptions of 
teaching and learning in “semi-action”

• Insight into ‘moves’ that support a 
mathematical discourse

• The role of imaginary interactions in 
developing alternate moves
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Affordances of lesson plays 
for researchers



Other Scripting Tasks
(WITH OTHER COLLEAGUES)

• Proof scripts (e.g., Pythagorean theorem, 
Fermat little theorem)

• Conversation with a colleague

• Conversation with a student



Conversation with a student



Conversation with a colleague

It is 8:15 in the morning and you are busy 
preparing for your classes. 
A colleague comes to you room and says 
something like that: 
“Listen, I know you are doing your Master’s and 
all. But have you thought about what this is doing 
for the kids?” 

(PME - in 2 days)



• develop your prompts

• collect your scripts

• let me know how this worked for you

THANKS!



THANKS!

All the world's a stage,
And all the men and women merely players;
They have their exits and their entrances,
And one man in his time plays many parts...

William Shakespeare (1603)

http://www.poemhunter.com/william-shakespeare/poems/
http://www.poemhunter.com/william-shakespeare/poems/

